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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN (FMP) 

FOR ASRAMA RAYA SDN BHD (ARSB) 

HS PETUANG FOREST CONCESSION 

 

29 JULY 2020 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Asrama Raya Sdn Bhd (ARSB) is a major timber producer and supplier in Terengganu. ARSB 

not only carry out timber harvesting, but also practice sustainable forest management. ARSB 

have proper managements and plans before and after harvesting, which in line with Malaysian 

Criteria and Indicators for Forest Management Certification (Natural Forest) [MC & I] and 

principle and criteria of the FSC National Forest Stewardship Standard of Malaysia.  

 

ARSB has been granted a 10,000 ha concession within Petuang Forest Reserve [Hutan Simpan 

(HS) Petuang] in Terengganu in 2015 (Appendix 1).  The concession agreement was signed 

between ARSB and Terengganu State Government on 11 May 2015. This agreement is valid 

for 13 years and subject to be renewal. The forest license has been issued by the Terengganu 

State Forestry Department (TSFD) (Bil. (80) dlm. PHTN 62 (Sulit)/SK.1/Bhg.9c) on 18th 

February 2015.  

 

Based on the concession agreement, ARSB are only allowed to harvest and extract timber from 

ARSB HS Petuang concessions. ARSB wish to diversify mix of commercial products such as 

non-timber forest products (NTFs). However, Terengganu State Forestry Department (TSFD) 

do not allow ARSB to extract the NTFs from the concession. This is because the extraction of 

non-timber forest products required another forest permit and license. The forest concession 

agreement between ARSB with Terengganu State Government and TSFD also needed to be 

revised.  

 

ARSB is aware of protection of non-timber forest products and services such as rattan, bamboo, 

palms and ornamental plant species, fruit trees, RTE species, main river in HS Petuang, area 

with elevation more than 1,000 m above sea level (a.s.l.) and wildlife habitat. All ARSB forest 

workers were informed for not conduct any illegal activities or extract any non-timber products 

from HS Petuang and surrounding forest areas. ARSB placed ‘No hunting’ signage at the main 

entrance and operational areas to provide warning against illegal activities and hunting. ARSB 

forest workers were also informed for protecting the RTE species, river and protected area.  

 

The forest management plan (FMP) was updated on 29 July 2020 for a description of 

management scope, direction and goals, as well as all forest management activities involved in 

10 years from 2017 to 2026. This FMP is the second version in which the JPNT was approved 

in 2015 and the second version is an update and additional information from the first version. 

 

ARSB have established four policies which are company policy, freedom of association policy, 

occupational safety and health policy and biodiversity and environmental policy. These 

policies serve as guidelines for legal issues, regulatory requirements as well as protection for 

workers’ rights, health and safety, local community, environment and biodiversity. 
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The main goal of ARSB forest management plan is to develop a sustainable management of 

forest resources to provide economic, environmental and social benefits to ARSB’s workers 

and local community.  

 

ARSB forest management short term objectives are: 

1) To protect and maintain the ecology of the forest area, includes biodiversity and wildlife 

habitat through Reduced Impact Logging (RIL) techniques.  

2) To commit to comply with federal, state, or local laws and regulations, Malaysian Timber 

Certification scheme (MTCS) - MC & I, and the FSC National Forest Stewardship Standard 

of Malaysia principle and criteria. 

3) To balance the economic benefits of forest management with the environmental safeguards. 

4) To broaden the practice of sustainable forest management through RIL technique using 

Logfisher system.  

5) To conserve and protect the steep slopes, watercourses and protected area.  

6) To protect water quality of the river and watercourses.  

7) To protect environmental values, High Conservation Values (HCV) and social values 

within ARSB HS Petuang concession. 

8) To protect rare, threatened and endangered (RTE) species and their habitats. 

9) To protect the ARSB HS Petuang concession from encroachment, illegal logging and 

hunting.  

10) To provide local people and workers equal job opportunities. 

11) To provide, strengthen and diversify the local economy.  

12) To recognize and uphold the rights, customs and culture of local community. 

13) To improve the practice of sustainable forest management by resource professionals, and 

contractors through appropriate training and research.  

 

ARSB forest management long term objectives are: 

1) To maintain the identified environmental, social and cultural values in existence long-term. 

2) To maintain a long-term rate of return by maintaining the production of forest products.  

3) To broaden the implementation of sustainable forest by ensuring long-term harvest levels 

based on the use of the best scientific information available. 

4) To ensure long-term forest productivity and conservation of forest resources through 

reforestation, gap planting and other measures. 

5) To economically manage the forest on a sustained yield basis and continually maintain 

ecological and social benefits.  

6) To ensure the sustainability and growth of the forest resource in the concession in 

perpetuity. 
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ARSB FOREST MANAGEMENT ZONES / AREA 

 

ARSB HS Petuang concession covers an area of approximately 10,000 ha located in the 

Petuang Forest Reserve, Hulu Terengganu, Terengganu. It is a virgin forest and contains 37 

compartments with an average area of between 100 - 250 ha per compartment (Figure 1). ARSB 

implement sustainable forest management through Reduced Impact Logging (RIL) based on 

the regulation and guidelines specified by Forestry Department Peninsular Malaysia (FDPM) 

and TSFD.  

 

ARSB HS Petuang concession is monitored by the District Forest Office of West Terengganu 

and TSFD. The concession is divided into three management zones (Figure 1) as stated below: 

 High Conservation Value (HCV) / protected areas  

- 1,000 m above sea level (a.s.l.) - 1087.74 ha 

 River Petuang (buffer zones)– 1894.00 ha  

 Productive areas - 7018.26 ha  

 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC  

 

ARSB HS Petuang consession is surrounded with forest reserve which are Hulu Nerus, Hulu 

Besut, Gunung Tebu and Hulu Setiu. There was no local community and indigenous people 

live in HS Petuang / Petuang Forest Reserve. None of the land or areas owned by local 

community or indigenous people was used for forest harvesting activities. The only local 

community in existence and closest to the ARSB concession is Kampung (Kg.) Payong. Kg. 

Payong is located about 12.8 km from the concession boundary (Figure 2). Kg. Payong is a 

small village consisting of 130 houses and population approximately 640 people. All the local 

community are Malay or Muslim; no indigenous people live in this village. 

 

The economy and livelihood of most of the local community in Kg. Payong is based on the 

cultivation of rubber, oil palm, vegetables and fruits. Some of the local community worked as 

general labor, security guard, teacher and self-employed. The young people tend to move out 

of Kg. Payong to work at the city.  

 

There is no direct effect of forest operation to local community of Kg. Payong, as the Kg. 

Payong is considered as very far from ARSB concession (12.8 km). The local community of 

Kg. Payong does not depend and obtain any forest resources from HS Petuang. The local 

community also does not use the water from river of HS Petuang, the sources of water for their 

daily use is from Sungai Payong and Syarikat Air Terengganu Sdn Bhd.  

 

ARSB used small areas owned by local community of Kg. Payong to construct forest road for 

easy access to ARSB HS Petuang concession. Six (6) private land owned by the local 

community of Kg. Payong were used for road construction by ARSB. There was only small 

part of each land owned by local community was used to construct the road. An agreement has 

been made between the local community and ARSB, regarding the terms and conditions of 

road construction and compensation. The local community feels gratified that as the 

constructed road have made them more convenient to access to their rubber and oil palm 

estates.  

 

ARSB also offer job opportunities such as forest harvesting jobs to local community. ARSB 

always conduct interview or meeting with MPKK and local community of Kg. Payong 
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minimum twice per year. Corporate social responsibility (CSR) programs with local 

community also have been organized by ARSB such as donation, talk, briefing, training 

program, awareness program and education programs. 

 
Figure 1. Map of ARSB HS Petuang concession which comprise of compartment list, HCV 

areas, protected area, watercourses and productive areas.
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Figure 2. ARSB HS Petuang concession and surrounding forest areas. 
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FOREST STRATA OF ARSB HS PETUANG CONCESSION  

 

 
Figure 3. Map of forest strata of ARSB HS Petuang concession based on National Forest 

Inventory (NFI)-2 and NFI-5 from FDPM.  
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National Forest Inventory (NFI) was conducted by FDPM to evaluate the forest status and 

resources in Malaysia. The data obtained from NFI was also used to evaluate the forest strata 

of ARSB HS Petuang concession. Based on NFI-2 and NFI-5, there are four (4) type of timber 

stands in ARSB HS Petuang concession, which are good timber stand (G), medium timber 

stand (S), poor timber stand (M) and mountain (G).  

 

Tree stand volumes based on forest quality (≥ 30 cm DBH) based on NFI-2 and NFI-5.  

Symbol 
Type of 

Timber Stand  
Acreage (ha) 

Average Stand Volume 

per Hectare (m³/ha) 

Total Stand 

Volume (m³/ha) 

B 
Good timber 

stand 
6,310.00 165.08 1,041,654.80 

S 
Medium timber 

stand 
1,686.00 155 261,330.00 

M 
Poor timber 

stand 
916.26 98.57 90,315.75 

G Mountain 1,087.74 110.34 120,021.23 

 

ARSB conducted ground verification against the strata map to verify the average stand 

density and volumes in each of the quality strata based on the PSP data. Compartment 62 and 

64 represented Medium Timber Stand (S); compartment 93 represented Good Timber Stand 

(B).  

 

Stand volumes of trees (≥ 30 cm DBH) for good timber stand (B) and medium timber 

stand (S) in ARSB HS Petuang concession.   

Compt. Symbol 

Type of 

Timber 

Stand  

Number 

of trees  

Highest 

DBH 

(cm) 

Highest 

Stand 

Volume 

(m³) 

Average 

DBH 

(cm) 

Average 

Stand 

Volume 

(m³) 

Stand 

Volume 

per 

hectare 

(m³/ha) 

93A & 

93B 
B 

Good 

timber 

stand 

127 121.70 7.56 48.97 1.34 170.00 

64(2) & 

62 
S 

Medium 

timber 

stand 

109 111.20 6.31 50.53 1.46 158.88 

 

 

PRE-HARVESTING OPERATIONS 

 

Pre-Felling (Pre-F) inventory is carried out before logging to collect information and 

physiography of the forest for the implementation of Selective Management System (SMS). 

During Pre-F inventory, the diameter of the tree will be measured and recorded to determine 

the cutting limit for the tree species. After Pre-F inventory, those trees which are suitable to be 

felled will be marked. The information and data obtained from Pre-F and tree marking is 

recorded in the forest harvesting plan.  

 

On 2 January 2018, ARSB has obtained the Pre-F process exemption from TSFD as stated in 

the formal letter [Bil. (77) dlm. PHNT (SULIT)62/ SK.1/ Bhg.12]. TSFD have fixed the 
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diameter cutting limit of trees based on species. The minimum of diameter cutting limit for 

dipterocarp species is 60 cm, non-dipterocarp species is 50 cm, and Chengal is 70 cm. 

 

ANNUAL ALLOWABLE CUT AND SPECIES SELECTION  

 

The determination of Annual allowable cut (AAC) is taking into account the area of forest 

production within the existing Permanent Forest Reserve and its forest conditions in line with 

the concept of sustainable forest management and optimal forest harvesting.   

 

The maximum of AAC for ARSB in every year is 650 ha. The AAC have been specified by 

TSFD based on the AAC calculation as stated in the formal letter [Bil. (77) dlm. PHNT 

(SULIT)62/ SK.1/ Bhg.12] by TSFD on 2 January 2018.  

 

ARSB only harvest trees which have been allowed to be harvested by FDPM based on the tree 

species list [Senarai Kod bagi Pokok Kayu Kayan Mengikut Senarai Kayu-Kayan Perdagangan 

(1993)] specified by FDPM. ARSB do not harvest mother trees, protected trees and RTE tree 

species.  

 

FOREST HARVESTING / DURING HARVESTING OPERATIONS 

 

ARSB conducts selective logging based on SMS in which ARSB do not harvest those protected 

and RTE tree species as well as mother trees. Forest harvesting in ARSB HS Petuang 

concession are also conducted based on RIL technique. ARSB used a new RIL technique which 

is Logfisher system for conducting forest harvesting. Logfisher is a long cable timber harvester 

which is used to pull logs from deep, narrow ravine up to flat surface. The Logfisher able to 

reduces soil disturbance especially in steep areas and reduce the potential for siltation of 

streams. On the same times, other machinery such as excavator and bulldozer are still used in 

forest harvesting.  

 

The cost of implementation RIL by using Logfisher is higher than conventional logging 

method. The operation cost has been estimated increased about 38% by using this Logfisher 

method compared to conventional method. However, the use of Logfisher in forest harvesting 

would be a long run benefit especially when taking into consideration the minimum 

environmental impact on the forest and biodiversity conservation in the concession. 

 

The timber production volume in each compartment depend on the size of the area. The larger 

the compartment area, the higher the timber production volume as more trees can be cut down 

from the areas. The ARSB timber production volumes in all compartments were less than the 

maximum number of timber volume specified by TSFD. 

 

SILVICULTURE MANAGEMENT 

 

Silviculture is a practice which are used to control and manage the establishment, growth, 

composition, health, and quality of forests. The objectives of silviculture are i) to enhance forest 

productivity and timber production, ii) to improve the composition of the forest and increase 

the growth of the remaining trees, iii) to facilitate the production of new trees in place of the 

old forest, and iv) to improve the density of more valuable tree species.  
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SELECTION HARVESTING SYSTEM AS A FORM OF SILVICULTURAL SYSTEM 

  

ARSB have chosen the selection harvesting as the sustainable forest management practice. This 

management system is a well-planned and environmentally benign harvesting operation could 

qualify as being equivalent to a silvicultural treatment.  Selection harvesting system is a 

silvicultural system which allows regeneration to establish and grow naturally in the forest. 

Selection harvesting is conducted in which only certain part of the forest is harvested each year. 

 

ARSB take initiative to protect the mother trees in the FMU for next forest generation. During 

harvesting operations, ARSB will make sure the mother trees will not be harvested and 

damaged so that mother trees will not face physiological stress or mortality.  In the same time, 

ARSB implement gap planting after harvesting. 

 

GAP PLANTING / POST HARVESTING OPERATION  

 

On compacted areas such as log landings and abandoned camp sites, some soil improvement 

and treatment may be necessary prior to planting, e.g. by using a small backhoe tractor for 

making planting holes.  ARSB makes decision on planting based on field observations as well 

as recommendations from post-felling (post-F) surveys after harvesting. The criteria for 

conducting gap plating are as follows:  

i. Areas to be planted has to be more than 0.5 ha in size regardless of shape. 

ii. Open areas along Logfisher trails and forest log yard will be planted up. 

iii. Planting stock has to be about 45 - 60 cm in height, from quality and healthy seedlings of 

dipterocarps species and commercially valuable non-dipterocarps species. 

 

PERMANENT SAMPLE PLOT (PSP) 

 

In order to manage ARSB HS Petuang concession efficiently, it is important to understand the 

forest growth dynamics, eg. how the trees grow and stands change over times. A precise method 

to determine the tree growth and yield is through PSP. The growth of tree stand can be 

estimated by taking measurements of the same trees after several years.  

 

A total of four PSPs each with a size of 1.0 ha have been established in ARSB. Two PSP are 

set up in compartment 92, one PSP is set up in compartment 62 and 64 respectively. ARSB is 

expected to set up ten PSPs in the FMU in the coming years. 

 

Tree diameter, height and quality will be recorded for analysis. In addition, the dipterocarp and 

non-dipterocarp composition also will be recorded. The data will be collected every 3 years to 

measure growth rate of the trees and to determine the mean annual increment (MAI). 
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Average annual tree diameter growth (cm / year) according to diameter class and species group in Terengganu (Source: TSFD).  
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Average growth of annual tree diameter (m³/ ha/ year) according to diameter class and 

group of species in Terengganu (Source: TSFD). 
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IDENTIFICATION OF RARE, THREATENED AND ENDANGERED (RTE) SPECIES 

 

Camera trapping was conducted to detect the presence of wildlife or RTE species in the forest 

and potential habitat areas such as river, riparian, lowlands and uplands. In the forest, cameras 

were set up and mounted on a tree. The cameras were set automatically captured the movements 

of any object. Each of the captured image by the camera trap were checked for the presence of 

wildlife. Those image with the presence of wildlife were stored and recorded based on the dates 

photographed. The animals were identified based on their morphological characteristics 

(colour, body size, stripe, fur, etc.).   

 

Opportunistic sighting survey based on direct observation and footprints also was conducted 

to identify the presence of wildlife or RTE species in the forest. The Red list of Mammals for 

Peninsular Malaysia Version 2.0. and IUCN Red List Website was referred to determine the 

conservation status of the rare and endangered animal species. ARSB also consult wildlife 

expert and researchers for the confirmation of identification of the wildlife or RTE species.  

 

ARSB have conducted ground survey on plants in order to identify the plant/ tree species in 

the ARSB HS Petuang concession. Stripline sampling and PSP were established within 

accessible areas of the concession. Before logging, pre-felling staffs identified the tree species 

and determined trees that can be felled, protected tree species and rare species. ARSB consulted 

expert from Terengganu State Forest Department to identify rare tree /plant species. 

 

PROTECTION OF WILDLIFE & RTE ANIMAL SPECIES 

 Control access to ARSB concession by building gate at the concession entrance to prevent 

poachers and outsiders to enter ARSB HS Petuang concession.  

 ‘No hunting’ signage was established at the main entrance and operational areas to provide 

warning against illegal activities and hunting.  

 ARSB set up camera trap in several areas of ARSB HS Petuang concession to detect and 

identify wildlife, temporal concentrations of species in the forest for long term periods.  

 ARSB will identify salt lick areas and protect the salt lick areas from human activities.  

 ARSB will conduct opportunistic sighting survey through direct observation, footprints (by 

referring to the Appendix 04 and 05), nests, etc.  

 ARSB will conduct periodic monitoring of wildlife.  

 ARSB also engaged with local community from Kg. Petuang for helping in monitoring 

ARSB HS Petuang concession from encroachment and hunting.  

 ARSB will collaborate with wildlife biologists for wildlife management. 

 ARSB will carry out HCV survey with expert team or researchers from UMT, FRIM, 

Forestry Department or MNS in order to explore and identify biodiversity in ARSB HS 

Petuang concession. 

 

PROTECTION AND OF PLANTS / TREES & RTE PLANT SPECIES 

 ARSB will not fell trees listed for protection or any RTE species.  

 Seed trees will be protected and are not allowed to be harvested to support stand structure, 

habitat and productivity of ARSB HS Petuang concession. 

 Tree which provides sources of food and breeding niches for bird are prohibited for 

harvesting. 
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COST AND BUDGET  

 

Annual Allocation Budget 

 

ARSB allocated budgets about RM 150,000 per year for forest management and programs. The 

forest management and programs include socio-economic or Corporate Social Program (CSR) 

program in Kg. Payong, research and development, training and briefing program, monitoring 

activities, stakeholder’s program, administration and FSC forest management certification. 

Besides that, a total of RM 14,099,000 was allocated for forest operation cost.  

 

Below is the list of annual allocation budgets: 

 

No Item  Estimated Cost 

(RM)  

1 CSR Program of Kg. Payong (Local Community) RM25,000.00 

    

i. Donation during Ramadhan (Fasting month)   

ii. Donation during Eid- Fitri & Eid- Adha   

iii. Donation during Chinese New Year   

iv. Donation to PIBG Sekolah Rendah Kebangsaan 

Payong 

  

v. Donation to Mosque (Gotong-royong program)   

vi. Forest road access maintenance (in Kg. Payong)   

vii. Providing the poster/banner or give talk to 

community Kg. Payong. 

  

viii. Education program to local community Kg. Payong.   

ix. Training / briefing/ awareness program to community 

Kg. Payong (e.g. wildlife protection, protected area, 

social economic, safety and health).  

  

2 Research & Development Program RM30,000.00 

    

i. RIL research    

ii. HCV assessment    

iii. Set up Permanent Sample Plot (PSP)    

iv. Animal / plant survey    

v. Other research    

3 Training / Briefing Program  RM10,000.00 

    

i. Forest fire / safety & health   

ii. Wildlife monitoring training   

iii. FSC briefing program   

iv. HCV training   

v. CoC FSC briefing program   

vi. Other training    
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4 Monitoring Program RM10,000.00 

    

i. HCV Monitoring   

ii. Camera Trapping (camera, battery, memory card)   

iii. Topographic survey (Drone)   

iv. PSP monitoring    

v. Water quality    

vi. Social impact monitoring (Kg. Payong) – survey, 

meeting with local community  

  

5 Stakeholder Program  RM10,000.00 

    

i. Meeting with local community   

ii. Meeting with TSFD / FDPM    

iii. Meeting with WWF (M)/ MNS   

iv. Meeting with FRIM/ UPM/ UMT   

6 Administration / Office RM15,000.00 

      

  i. Paper   

  ii. Equipment and stationery   

  iii. Bills and utility    

  iv. Web hosting and domain   

7 FSC Forest Management Certification RM50,000.00 

     

  i. Annual audits / surveillance   

  ii. Travel expenses   

Amount RM150,000.00 

      

8 Forest Operation  RM14,099,000.00 

      

  i. Premium & Border Measurement   

  ii. Royalty and SES   

  iii. Forest roads / bridges construction and maintenance   

  iv. Salary and commission   

  v. Machinery (purchase / maintenance / repair)   

  vi. Fuel / diesel    

  vii. Signboard & poster    

  viii. Tree marking   

  ix. Road alignment   

  x. Vehicles (maintenance / repair)   

Total Amount RM14,249,000.00 
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT AND MITIGATION MEASURES 

 

Potential Significant 

Environment Impacts 

Mitigation Measures 

Soil erosion and surface runoff 

 
 Erosion is controlled through RIL method. 

 Logfisher is used for pulling logs from deep ravine 

to reduce soil damage. 

 None of the forest operations activities will be 

conducted at the areas at elevations 1,000 m a.s.l. 

 

Subsequent sediments pollution 

in river 
 Mark buffer zones along large river and streams to 

reduce the suspended sediments directly entering the 

streams. 

 

Increased access to the forest 

concession by hunter or poacher 

 

 Control of access by constructing gate 

 Engage with local community of Kg. Petuang and 

forest ranger (TSFD) for helping in monitoring of 

ARSB HS Petuang concession from encroachment 

and hunting. 

 

Health problems and contagious 

diseases among forest workers 

and local community 

 

 Proper management and maintenance of logging 

camp, workshop and store.  

 

 

Reduction of flora diversity in the 

forest 

 

 Practice selective logging under RIL methods. 

 Not conduct clear-cutting. 

 Not harvest seed trees and the protected trees species 

listed by TFSD. 

 

Changes in forest canopy 

structure 

 

Loss of shelter and food supply 

for animals 

 

 Do not permit any hunting and poaching of wildlife. 

 Any trees with bird nests would not be disturbed and 

harvested. 

 Changes in animal species 

composition 
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SOCIAL IMPACTS & MITIGATION MEASURES 

 

Mitigation and Enhancement Measures for the Impacts to Local Community 

Social impacts Mitigation / Enhancement Measures 

Job opportunities - ARSB give priority of the forest job 

opportunities to local community. 

- ARSB will inform village head of Kg. 

Payong and villagers for the job 

opportunities.  

- The job opportunities also will be 

announced in ARSB websites from times to 

times.  

 

Road access - Forest manager always monitor the 

condition of the road through regular 

maintenance. 

 

Payment for land rental - ARSB make agreement with local 

community of Kg. Payong to pay for the 

land rental for every five years. 

- First agreement and payment (September 

2013 – September 2018) has been made to 

local community, which include the 

payment for other concession outside 

10,000 ha of ARSB HS Petuang and 10,000 

ha of ARSB HS Petuang.  

- Second agreement (September 2018 – 

September 2023) also has been made and 

signed by the local community.  

- After five years, new agreement and 

payment will be given to local community. 

Landscape degradation - ARSB conducts reduced impact logging 

compliance to FSC requirement to minimize 

the impact to the forest and environment. 

- ARSB do not harvest at HCV and buffer 

zone areas.  

- ARSB also conduct reforestation after 

harvesting.   

 

Road related safety - Forest manager instruct ARSB’s lorry 

driver to slow down speed limit and follow 

the regulations when pass by Kg. Payong. 

- ARSB also made and placed signboard of 

speed limit 40 km/hr at Kg. Payong 

entrance.  

- The signboard of speed limit also placed 

near the Kg. Payong’s school. 
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- ARSB also inform local community have to 

be careful and do not enter the road 

construction site, when ARSB constructing 

forest road.  

Pollution  - ARSB agreed to local community to reduce 

noise and dust produced from heavy 

vehicles. 

- All ARSB’s heavy vehicles including lorry 

are not allowed to pass by Kg. Payong 

during night time. 

Loss or damage to the land (property)  - ARSB only used small part of each land of 

local community for constructing road or 

bridge.  

- ARSB does not cause the local community 

to loss the whole land / property.  

- Local community still can use their 

agricultural land for planting rubber and 

fruits.  

- Local community also gratified that the road 

constructed by ARSB has make them easier 

to enter their estate 
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Mitigation and Enhancement Measures for the Impacts to Forest Worker and Local 

Economy 

 

Social impacts Mitigation / Enhancement Measures 

Occupation - ARSB will give job opportunities to local 

people in Terengganu.  

- The job opportunities will be announced 

in ARSB websites from times to times.  

 

New capabilities and skills - Forest workers are given opportunities to 

join training program related to forest 

management and operation.  

- They may be encouraged to adopt new 

skills related to work.  

 

Opportunities for local vendors  - Local processors, local banks and 

equipment suppliers in Terengganu is 

given the opportunities and priority to 

deal business with ARSB.  

 

Forest worker’s health and safety - ARSB provide medical leaves and claim 

to forest workers (contract of services). 

- ARSB also provide Employees Provident 

Fund (EPF), Social Security 

Organization (SOCSO), and 

Employment Insurance Scheme (EIS) to 

forest workers (contract of services). 

- First-aid box is provided in the base camp 

and the forest worker will send to nearest 

hospital if any accident happened to 

forest worker.  
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HCV SUMMARY  

 

Asrama Raya Sdn Bhd (ARSB) have conducted HCV assessments in several compartment of ARSB HS Petuang concession. The field 

assessments have been conducted in compartment 42, 44, 62, 63, 64, 65 and 93.  

 

HCV Description of  

HCV value 

Findings Management recommendations Monitoring recommendations 

1 Species diversity - Present study shows 

that no HCV area for 

HCV 1 have been 

found yet.  

 

- Based on camera 

trap, several animals 

have been found in 

ARSB HS Petuang 

concession including 

rare, threatened and 

endangered species 

(RTE). 

 

- However, the RTE 

species found from 

camera trapping only 

present once in the 

area, where they only 

pass by the area. 

 

- Therefore, we 

couldn’t indicate the 

HCV area for them. 

- No encroachment, illegal 

harvesting and hunting are 

allowed at the wildlife trails, 

buffer zones and stream areas. 

 

- Control access to ARSB 

concession by building gate at 

the concession entrance to 

prevent poachers and outsiders to 

enter ARSB HS Petuang 

concession.  

 

- ‘No hunting’ signage was 

established at the main entrance 

and operational areas to provide 

warning against illegal activities 

and hunting.  

 

- Set up camera traps in several 

areas of ARSB HS Petuang 

concession for long term periods. 

 

- Ground survey for animal 

identification by direct 

- Regular monitor ARSB HS 

Petuang concession from 

encroachment, hunting and 

poaching.  

 

- Conduct periodic monitoring of 

wildlife. 

 

- Monitor the occurrence of animals 

through camera trapping and 

opportunistic sightings. 

  

- Engaged with local community 

from Kg. Petuang for helping in 

monitoring ARSB HS Petuang 

concession from encroachment and 

hunting.  
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- ARSB will strive to 

protect all the 

animals especially 

RTE species in the 

concession.  

 

observation such as footprints, 

scats, scratch marks and nests. 

 

- Collaborate with biologists / 

researcher to manage wildlife in 

ARSB HS Petuang concession. 

 

2 Landscape-level 

ecosystems and 

mosaics 

- No HCV area is 

indicated. 

 

- ARSB HS Petuang 

concession does not 

considered as large 

landscape as this 

concession only 

covers an area of 

10,000 ha.  

 

- Not applicable.  

 

 

 

 

- Not applicable.  

 

3 Ecosystems and 

habitats 

- Present study show 

that no HCV area 

have been found.  

 

- Endangered 

ecosystem was not 

found in ARSB HS 

Petuang concession 

 

- Not applicable.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Not applicable. 
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4 Ecosystem services - The steep areas 

which are 1,000 m 

above sea level 

(a.s.l.) was 

established as HCV 

area.   

 

- ARSB collaborate with 

Terengganu State Forestry 

Department (TSFD) to manage 

the steep areas. 

 

- All of the human activities such 

as logging and road construction 

are not allowed in these areas.  

 

- Forest encroachment, illegal 

harvesting and hunting are also 

not allowed at these areas. 

 

The steep areas which are 1,000 m 

a.s.l in ARSB HS Petuang concession 

are monitored through:  

 

- Topography map  

 

- Remote sensing application  

 

- Field examination / ground 

observations of the steep areas (if 

necessary).  

 

 

5 Community needs - No HCV area is 

indicated. 

 

- Local community 

from Kg. Payong do 

not depend on the 

forest resources of 

ARSB HS Petuang 

concession. 

- Not applicable. - Survey and interview including 

meeting with local community 

from Kg. Payong will be carried 

out annually to obtain updated 

information on their basic needs 

from ARSB HS Petuang 

concession. 

 

6 Cultural values - No HCV area is 

indicated. 

 

- No religious site of 

the local community 

is found within 

ARSB HS Petuang 

concession.    

- Not applicable. 

 

- Survey and interview including 

meeting with local community 

from Kg. Payong will be carried 

out annually to obtain updated 

information on their cultural and 

religious activities from ARSB HS 

Petuang concession.  

 


